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1. Introduction 

Let R. be the Euclidean n-space. The two scales of spaces B;, q (R.) and F~', q (R.) 
with - c o < s < ~ ,  0<p<- -~ ,  (p<~. in the case of the F-spaces), 0<q<_ - ,~ ,  cover 
many well-known classical spaces of functions and distributions on R.: 

(i) the Besov--Lipschitz spaces A;,q(R.)=B;,q(R.) if s>0 ,  l < p < ~ ,  
l<_--q--<~; 

(ii) the Bessel-potential spaces H~(R,,)=t;~,z(Rn) if - ~ < s < ~ ,  l < p < ~ ' ,  
with the Sobolev spaces W~'(R.)=H2(R.) if l < p < ~ . ,  m non-negative 
integer, as special cases; 

(iii) the Hflder--Zygmund spaces cgs(R.)=B~,.o(R.) if s>0 ;  
(iv) the (non-homogeneous) Hardy spaces Hp(R,,)=F~ if 0 < p < . o .  

After a modified extension of the definition of F~ to p = ~  one can 
even include the non-homogeneous version of the fashionable space BMO of func- 
tions of bounded mean oscillation. 

The definition of the spaces B;,q(R.) and/7;,q(R.) is based on decompositions 
of the Fourier image of tempered distributions on R.. It is due to J. Peetre, P, I Lizor- 
kin and the author, cf. [14---17, 25] (a more careful description of these historical 
aspects may be found in [29, 2.3.5]). Systematic treatments of these spaces have 
been given in [18] (mostly restricted to B~,q(R.) with l<=p-<~) and [29] (with 
[26, 27] as forerunners, cf. also [28]). The problem arises to introduce spaces of 
B~,q-_~p,q type on manifolds, where (complete) Riemannian manifolds and Lie 
groups seem to be of peculiar interest. As far as special cases of the above spaces 
are concerned something has been done in this direction. T. Aubin [1, and Chapter 2 
in 2] studied Sobolev spaces on (complete) Riemannian manifolds, which are defined 
via covariant derivatives. Weighted Sabolev spaces on Riemannian manifolds may 
be found in [4]. Based on a study of the Laplace--Beltrami operator R. S. Strichartz 
[24] introduced Bessel potential spaces on complete Riemannian manifolds. 
Lipschitz--Besov--Hardy spaces on Lie groups attracted even more attention. 
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We refer to [6, 7, 8, 13, 22] and in particular to [5, 9, 10, 20, 21] where the latter 
papers may be of interest in connection with the approach presented in this paper 
and in a planned subsequent paper [32]. Finally we mention [19, 23] where local 
versions of Hardy spaces on manifolds have been considered. 

The present paper deals with the spaces /;;,q(M) and B~,q(M) on a complete 
Riemannian manifold M for the full range of the parameters s, p, q under some 
restrictions on M. The investigations are based on some recent developments in 
the theory of the spaces B~,,q(R.) and /~,,q(R.) described in [30, 31]. In particular 
the spaces B;,q(R.) and ~,q(R.) can be treated for all admissible parameters s, p, q 
in a strictly local way. 

The plan of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we give a brief description 
of the spaces B~,~(R.) and F;,g(R.), in particular of those properties which we 
need in the sequel and which anticipate the typical constructions for corresponding 
spaces on Riemannian manifolds. Section 3 deals with the spaces /~,,~(M) and 
B;,~(M) on a complete Riemannian manifold M: definitions, results, comments. 
In 3.1 we collect the required properties of the underlying manifold M, whereas 
the definitions of the spaces ~ ,q (M)  and B~,q(M) and of desirable equivalent 
quasi-norms are given in 3.2. In 3.3--3.5 we describe our main results: basic prop- 
erties, equivalent quasi-norms, special cases (Bessel-potential and Sobolev spaces in 
comparison with the spaces introduced in [1, 2, 24]), embeddings, lifts, interpolation. 
Finally we formulate in 3.6 further assertions which can be expected: Equivalent 
quasi-norms in I~,,q(M) and B;,q(M) which are defined via differences of func- 
tions, where these differences are now taken along geodesics. However a more 
detailed (and also more careful) treatment of this (appearently somewhat delicate) 
subject is postponed to a second paper [32]. We wish to emphasize the following 
surprising effect: On a complete Riemannian manifold M the spaces ~ ,~(M) are 
more natural and easier to handle than the spaces B;,q(M) (after a corresponding 
theory of these spaces on R. has been established!). From a technical point of view 
we refer to (29) which has no counterpart for the spaces B;,q(M) (with pr But 
the deeper reason is clearly exhibited by the assertions formulated in 3.6. In (54) 
the inner L~-quasi-norm with its integration over Bp(r)----{X[XETpM, IlXll<r} 
makes sense for every fixed P~M. Afterwards the quasi-norm II. IL~(M)IF is 
taken. In the Euclidean case (i.e. a complete Riemannian manifold with distant 
parallelism!) these two quasi-norms are interchangeable and one obtains an equiv- 
alent quasi-norm in B~,q(R,), cf. (57) and [29, 2.5.12]. But in general this exchange 
is not possible. (In the case of a Lie group the situation is different because all tan- 
gent spaces are linked in a natural way with the distinguished tangent space of the 
identity element and there are counterparts of (54), cf. [9, 10, 20, 21].) Proofs of the 
theorems and of the other assertions formulated in Section 3 (with expection of 
that ones of 3.6) are given in Section 4. 
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2. Spaces on R. 

2.1. Definitions. We follow essentially [29, in particular 2.3.1]. Let R n be the 
Euclidean n-space. S(R.) and S'(R.) stand for the Schwartz space of all infinitely 
differentiable rapidly decreasing complex-valued functions on R. and the collec- 
tion of all complex-valued tempered distributions on R., respectively. F and F -1 
denote the Fourier transform and its inverse on S'(R.), respectively. Let 0<p  <-~, 
then 

[lflZp(R.)[l = ( f  a. lf(x)lP dx)11P 

(modification if p = ~ )  has the usual meaning. Let ~(R.) be the collection of all 
systems {%(x)}j*=0c S(R.) with the following properties: 

(i) %(x)  = q,(2-Jx) if  j = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  

(ii) supp ~OoC (xl Ixl <-- 2), 

suppgc{x  ~ <- lxl <-- 2}, 

(iii) ~ = 0  %(x) -= 1 for every xCR.. 

Definition 1. Let {q3j(x)}7=0E~(R.). Let - ~ < s < ~ o  and 0<q_<-~. 
(i) Let 0<p <_-co. Then 

(1) B~,q(Rn) = {flf~S'(R.), [l/[B~,a(R.)lI~a~ 
= (~~ 0 2 sjq [] F-t[gojFf] [Lp (R.)1I~)1/~ < oo} 

(usual modification if q=oo). 
(ii) Let O<p<oo. Then 

(2) Ffl, g(R.) = {f l fES'(R.) ,  IlflF~,~(R.)ll{*, } 

<--} 

(usual modification if q=~) .  

Remark 1. The theory of these spaces has been developed in [29], cf. also the 
above introduction as far as the historical roots are concerned. The definitions 
make sense because F-* [q~j Ff] is an analytic function for any fE S'(R.). All spaces 
are quasi-Banach spaces (Banach spaces if p->l and q=>l) and they cover the 
classical spaces mentioned in the introduction. Different choices of {gj (x)}~'=0~ # (R.) 
yield equivalent quasi-norms in the respective spaces. We shall not distinguish 
between equivalent quasi-norms of a given space. In this sense we write in the sequel 
[IflB~ q(R.)I instead of I[flB~,,q(R.)Ii~ ~ with {q~j}6~(R.) or of any of the equiv- 
alent quasi-norms described in the next subsections. Similarly for the spaces av~, q (Rn). 
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2.2. Equivalent characterizations. In order to calculate 

(F -1 [~ojFf]) (x) = c f R n ( F  -1 (p j) ( y ) f ( x -  y)  dy  

at a given point x~R,, one needs the knowledge of f (y)  for all y~R,.  This shows 
that the quasi-norms in (1) and (2) do not reflect the local nature of the spaces 
B~,,~(R,) and F~,q(R,) which is well-known at least for some classical spaces men- 
tioned in the introduction and which is true for all spaces B~,q(R,) and F~,q(R,). 
Furthermore quasi-norms which exhibit the local nature of all of these spaces are 
highly desirable if one wishes to transfer spaces of B~,q-F~,q type from Rn to 
manifolds. We formulate a theorem which is proved in [30, 31] and which is the 
basis for our study of corresponding spaces on complete Riemannian manifolds. 

Let B={y  ]y[<l} be the unit ball in R.. Let k0CS(R,) and kES(R,) with 

(3) 

(4) 
and 
(5) 

supp ko c B, supp k c B, 

(Fk) (0) ~ 0 

(Fko)(y)r for all y~R..  

Functions ko with (3) and (5) exist. For example, if zES(R.) with g ( x ) = z ( - x )  
is an appropriate real function with a compact support near the origin then /Co (x)= 

f e-lXI2(z~)(x) has the desired properties. Let kN= Z~'=I'~x~ " k where N is a 
\ j .  

natural number. We introduce the means 

(6) [Ke(kN, t)f](x) = fR .  kN(y)f(x+ty)dy,  xCR,, t > O, 

and N=0,  1, 2, . . . ,  where "e" stands for "Euclidean". This makes sense for any 
fC S'(R,) (usual interpretation). As in [29] or in [30, (12)] we use the abbreviation 

ffp--0 if l<_-p~o and ~ p = n [ p - 1 ) i f  0 < p < l .  

Theorem A. Let -o~<s<~o and 0 < q ~ .  Let 0<~<~o and 0<r<~o.  Let 
k N with N=0,  1, 2 . . . .  be the above functions, cf  (3)--(5). Let Ke(kN, t) be the 
above means. 

(i) Let 0 < p ~ o  and 2N>max (s, ffp). Then 

(7) [[Ke(ko, e)flLv(R.)[l + ( f  o t-S"iiKe(kN, t)f[Lp(R.)]lq d-~/) 1/q 

(modification i f  q=oo) is an equivalent quasi-norm in B~,q(R.). 
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(8) 

(ii) Let 0<p<~o and 2N>max (s, 8p). Then 

HKe(~o, E)f'Lp(Rn)H § l(f o t-sqI(Ke(kN, Of)(" )lq d=~)llqlLp(ln) [ 

(modification i f  q = ~ )  is an equivalent quasi-norm in F~,~(R,). 

Remark 2. The theorem is a slight modification of Proposition 1 in [30], of. 
also Remark 3 in [30]. One can replace (5) by the weaker assumption (Fk0)(0)~0, 
as we did in [30, 31]. But (7) and (8) are just those quasi-norms which can be trans- 
ferred to complete Riemannian manifolds and then the stronger assumption (5) will 
be of great service for us. 

Proposition A. Let the kernels k N, the means Ke(kN, t) and the numbers s, q, 
be the same as in Theorem A. Let L be an integer. 

(i) Let 0<p-<oo and 2N>max (s, ~p). Then 

(9) liKe(k0, e)flZp(R.)lI + (Z~=L 2Jsq Ilge(kN, 2-s)flZp(R.)[lr 1/~ 

(modification i f  q=o~) is an equivalent quasi-norm in B~,q(Rn). 
(ii) Let 0<p<~o and 2N>max (s, #p). Then 

(10) llg'(k0, e)flZv(R,)l[ +II(Z L, 2" t(g~ 2-Of)(.)IW%AR3II 

(modification i f  q=~o) is an equivalent quasi-norm in Fg, a(R.). 

Remark 3. The above proposition is simply the discrete version of the con- 
tinuous version described in Theorem A. There is no big difference between discrete 
and continuous versions of equivalent quasi-norms in spaces of B~, a -  Fg, q type. 
E.g. in Theorem 1 in [30] we began with a discrete version and explained in the 
proof of Theorem 2 in [30] how to switch over to a corresponding continuous ver- 
sion. The philosophy is the following: continuous versions look more handsome, 
but discrete versions are at least occasionally more effective. In this paper we pre- 
fer continuous versions. But we formulate the counterpart of the above proposition 
on Riemannian manifolds for sake of completeness, in order to prepare later applica- 
tions and to make some proofs in this paper more transparent. 

2.3. Further properties. We describe few properties of the spaces B~,q(R.) and 
F~,o(R.) which will be useful later on. 

Proposition B. Let 0<q<-r 

O) Let 0<p_<-~ and s>~p. Then (7) and (9) with IIf[Zp(R=)ll instead of  
tlK'(k0, e)flL~O~.)[I are equivalent quasi-norms in B~,q(R.). 
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(ii) Let 0 < p < ~  and s>fp. Then (8) and (10) with llf[Lp(R.)[I instead of 
liKe(k0, ~)flZp(R.)ll are equivalent quasi-norms in F~,q(R,). 

(iii) Let 0 < p < ~  and s>n/p. Let 6 > 0  and let Bx(6 ) be the ball centered 
at xER, with radius 6. Then (8) and (I0) with [Isup,~Bx(a) If(z)[ [Zp(R.)II instead of 
IlK(k0, ~)f[Zp(R~)l[ are equivalent quasi-norms in F~,q(R,). 

Remark 4. Part (i) of the proposition is covered by Theorem 3 in [30]. Part 
(ii) is a consequence of  part (i) and elementary embeddings. Finally if s>a>n/p 
then we have 

(11) I1 sup ]f(z)llLp(R.)]] ~- c]]flFT..,(R.)ll <: c'[IflF~,,q(R.)l], 
z E Bx(~) 

cf. [29, p. 100, the end of the proof  of Corollary 1 in 2.5.9]. This proves (iii). Obvi- 
ously, sUPtCB~(Z) If(z)[ in (I 1) and in (iii) must be understood as a function of  xER,.  
Of  course, part (iii) has an immediate counterpart for the spaces B~,q(R,). But we 
need only (11). 

3. Spaces on manifolds: definitions, results, comments 

3.1. Complete Riemannian manifolds. We collect those basic facts about  Rie- 
mannian manifolds which we need in the sequel. We follow essentially [2], cf. also [12]. 

We assume in this paper that M stands for a connected Ca-manifold of dimen- 
sion n furnished with a smooth Riemannian metric g. Recall that a smooth Rie- 
rnannian metric is given by a real twice-covariant C *~ tensor field g such that gp 
at each point PEM is a positive definite bilinear symmetric form 

ge(X, Y) = ge(Y, X) and ge(X, X) > 0 if Te 3X ~ O, YETeM. 

Here TeM stands for the tangent space at PEM. Covariant (or Levi--Civita) 
derivatives are taken with respect to the (unique) Riemannian connection. In par- 
ticular, in a local chart ((2, q~) where (2 is an open set of  M and ~p is a homeo- 
morphism from f2 onto an open set U in R,,  the Christoffel symbols are given by 

l .~i  1 kl 
= T g [OigkJ-4-OJgki- -OkglJ  ] 

(summation convention). Let c(t)=c(P, .Y, t) be the geodesic with c(P, X, 0)=  

de lt=o= XE Tv M, PEM and - ~  where X~O and - o o < t < o ~  (usually only t=>0 

is of interest for us). We assume always that the Riemannian manifold M is com- 
plete, i.e. all geodesics are infinitely extendable with respect to the arc length (by 
the Hopf - -Rinow theorem this is equivalent to the assumption that M is complete 
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as a metric space). Let 

(12) 

C(t)=q~(c(t)) in the above local chart. Then we have 

d2CJ(t)dt 2  ri (c(o) dC'(t)dt dCk(t)dt - 0 

with C(O)=rp(P) and 

of C(t). Recall that 

dC t=o=rP*XET*(eJM' where 

go(C(t) ) dC'(t) dCl(t) 
dt dt 

CJ(t) are the components 

is constant along the geodesic C(t). In particular a=llXllt where a stands for 

the arc length ( a=0  corresponds to q~(P)) and IIXII =l/g(X, s) .  
Of special interest for us is the exponential map expp where PEM, which 

is given by 
expe(X) = c(P, X, 1), XETeM, 

where c(P, X, t) is the above geodesic. We put expe(0)=P. It is convenient 
and usual (although a slight abuse of notations) to identify TeM with R,. This can 
be done if one identifies TeM with the above space T~,(e)U where the latter has a 
natural R.-structure via q~.X=atO~. If r>O is small then expe is a diffeomorphism 
from 

(13) B(r) = {XIXER,, llX[l < r} onto t2e(r ) = exppB(r). 

In particular, (g2p(r), exp~ -1) is a local chart (where we used the above identifica- 
tion of TpM with R,). The corresponding local coordinates are denoted as normal 
geodesic coordinates, where "normal" refers to 

(14) g~j(O) = 6~. i and O~gij(O) = O, 

where L J, k are natural numbers between 1 and n. In particular F~j(0)=0. Let rp 
be the supremum of all numbers r such that expp yields a diffeomorphism in the 
sense of (13). Then r0=inf rp is called the injectivity radius of M, where the infirnum 
is taken over all PCM. In this paper we assume r0>0 what need not be satisfied 
in general, cf. [12, p. 131] for a counter-example. We discuss this point in Remark 5 
below. Furthermore we assume that the manifold M is uniform in the following 
sense. Let 0<r<r0 ,  where r 0 is the injectivity radius. There exist a positive number 
c and, for every multi-index ct, positive numbers c~ with 

(15) det(g~j) ~ c, ID~gj~l ~ c~, 

in the normal geodesic coordinates of every local chart (t2p(r), exp~ "x) with PEM 
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in the sense of (13). We assume that there exist two positive numbers e and v such that 

(15') vol ~2e(~) =~ c~o ~*) 

for all PCM, 1 < 0 < ~ ,  and Ov(O)={QIQEM, dist (P, Q)<0}- 

Hypotheses (about the manifold). M is a connected n-dimensional complete 
Riemannian manifold with the positive injectivity radius r 0. If  r with r<r o is given 
then (15) holds in the distinguished local charts (Ov(r), exp~ -1) of normal geodesic 
coordinates for every PCM. Furthermore vol f2e(~) can be estimated by (15') *). 

Remark 5. Compact manifolds satisfy these hypotheses, cf. [12, p. 131], but 
also large classes of non-compact manifolds. Of peculiar interest are manifolds 
with negative curvature (more precisely: non-positive sectional curvature, cf. [11, 
p. 72]). In this case we have r 0=co. In particular if M is a simply connected com- 
plete Riemannian manifold with negative curvature the expv is a diffeomorphism 
from T v M ~ R  . onto M, cf. [11, p. 74]. As a special case, expe is a diffeomorphism 
from R, onto M if M is a symmetric Riemannian manifold of non-compact 
type, cf. [12, p. 152]. 

Proposition C. Let M be a manifoM which satisfies the above Hypotheses. I f  
f i>0 is small then there exist a uniformly locally finite covering of M by a sequence 
of  open balls ~2vj(6 ) and a corresponding smooth resolution of  unity {$j} where the 
~bi's are C~-functions on M with supp ~ j c  g2G(~ ). 

Remark 6. f2vj(~) stands for the ball centered at PjEM and of radius 6, cf. 
(13). "Uniformly locally finite" means that there exist a natural number L such 
that any fixed ball f2va(3 ) has a non-empty intersection with at most L of the remain- 
ing other balls. This part of the proposition follows essentially from the above 
Hypotheses and the Lemmas 2 25 and 2.26 in [2], which are due to Calabi and 
Aubin. We assume that fi > 0  is small. Then the construction of  a smooth resolu- 
tion of unity can be done in normal geodesic coordinates, cf. (13) with Pj instead 
of P and 0 < f i < r < r 0 .  The proof  of Lemma 2.26 in [2] shows that one can proceed 
similar as in the Euclidean case. In other words, 

(16) $iEC~(M), 0 <- ~,j <_- 1, ~ j ~ ' i -  1 on M, 

(17) supp ~jcOvj(~), 

*) We need this assumption only in Step 2 of the proof of Proposition 2 in 4.4, cf. also Remark 
23. In particular the theory for the spaces Fv, ~ (M) and By, q (M) developed in this paper remains 
valid without assumption (15') provided that l~p~-~. If 0<p<l  and s large (more precisely 
s>5+2n/p) then only Theorem 6 (lift property) depends on (15'), all the other assertions are valid 
without the assumption (15'). In other words: We need (15') only to prove Theorem 6 for 
thep'swith 0<p<l  and in order to develop the theory of the space Fv, q(M) and Bv, q(M ) 
with 0<p<l  and s<5+2n/p. 
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for every multi-index c~ there exists a positive number b~ with 

(18) ID~(~joexp~,)(x)[ <= b~, xCB(r), j = 1,2 ..... 

cf. (13). Without restriction of  generality we assume {~ki}= {r in the sequel. 
But, of course, our approach covers also the case of a finite resolution of unity 
{$j}= {$j}s= 1 which refers to a compact manifold. Furthermore we tacitly assume 

r0 
in the sequel that 6 > 0  is smal enough, in any case smaller than say,--if-. 

This gives the possibility to handle for every fixed j all functions ~k k with 
dist (supp $j ,  supp ~,k)-<_6 within the same local chart, e.g, (Opflr), exp,)) with 
r near r 0. 

3.2. Definitions. Let M be the above manifold, in particular, the  Hypotheses 
from 3.1 are satisfied. Let D'(M) be the collection of all complex distributions 
on M, the dual of D(M)=C~(M). Maybe the most convincing way to introduce 
the spaces F~,,q(M) is to find an appropriate counterpart of the quasi-norm (8) 
and to define Fj, q(M) as the collection of all fCD'(M) such that this modified 
quasi-norm is finite. Similarly for the spaces B~.~(M). But this causes some technical 
problems which we wish to avoid. For this reason we give a definition of F],,q(M) 
which reduces these spaces from the very beginning to the corresponding spaces 
on R,,  and we incorporate B~,q(M) afterwards via real interpolation. On the other 
hand it is the main goal of this paper to give intrinsic characterizations (equivalent 
quasi-norms) of these spaces. For this reason we first try to find a substitute of 

the means from (6). Let k0, k and kN= 2j=l IOX~J k be the same functions as in 

2.2, where we now assume, in addition, that both/Co and k, and hence also kN, are 
rotation-invariant, i.e. 

(19) ko(x) = k;(lxl), k(x) = k'(Ixl) 

and hence k~(x)--k'~(Ixl) with 

d(_~O ~ n - I  dQ) n 
(20) k;,(e) = ~ ~ k'(8). 

If  (f2, (p) is a local chart, PC f2 and U= ~o (~2) then T,(p) U has a natural R,-struc- 
ture via the representation ~o,X=aiO~, where XCTeM. Let &o,X be the usual 
Euclidean volume element (taken with respect to the components d interpreted 
as Cartesian coordinates). As in the case of the standard Riemannian volume ele- 

ment, cf. e.g. [2, 1.74] it is not hard to see that l/Idetg~0(p)[ &o,X has an invariant 
meaning which allows us to introduce an invariant volume element dX on TeM. 
The geodesic c(P, X, t) has the same meaning as in 3.1. The counterpart of (6) 
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reads as follows, 

(21) [K(kN, t)f] (P) = fT.. k~(llX II)f(c(P, X, t)) dX 

= f,.,.,v k'N(llq~,Xll)(fo~o-x)(c(q~(P), q~,x, t)) l/ld--~g~(,)l d~,X  

where the latter expression is the definition of the former one, t >0  small, and 
the integrand is extended outside of the unit ball in T~(e) U by zero. We have to 
check that these expressions have an invariant meaning and that they make sense 
for any fED'(M). Let (~, ~) be a second local chart with PEf2nI].  Recall IIXl[ = 
l l~,Xll = II~,XIl if XE TeM and a =  t II;Cll, where a is the arc length of the geodesic 
c(P, X, t). Then we have 

(22) (fo~-l)(c(~(e), ~,x,  O) = (foO-1)(c(oq,), ,~,x, t)) 

with t > 0  small. Together with the above remarks about the invariant volume 
element dX it follows that the last expression in (21) is independent of the chosen 
local chart (f2, cp). In particular in normal geodesic coordinates with the local 
chart (12e(r), exp~ 1) we have 

(23) [K(kN, 0f l ( e )  = fT0v k}(l[exp~ xll)(foexpe)(t e x p ~ x )  d exp~X. 

In particular, K(k s, t ) f  makes sense for every t with 0 < t < r  0, where the latter 
is the injectivity radius of M (as above we may assume that foexpe is extended 
outside of the unit ball in To U by zero). As we said we identify To U with Rn and 
put exp~-,~X= Y. Then we have 

(24) [K(kN, Of] (P) = f rtn k'N (IYI)(f~ exp,)(tY) dY. 

This shows that (24) makes sense for every fED'(M) (i.e. foexpeED'(Rn) after 
foexpe has been extended outside of the unit ball by zero). Hence, (21) can be 
defined for every fED'(M). If 0<p<_ -oo then Lp(M) has the usual meaning with 
respect to the invariant Riemannian volume element (which in local coordinates 
x j is given by 1/Id--d'~g[ dx, cf. [2, 1.74]). 

Definition 2. Let M be the complete Riemannian manifold described in 3.1 
with the injectivity radius r0>0. Let k0, k and k~ be the functions from (3)~(5) 
and (19), (20). Let K(ko, t ) f  and K(ks, t ) f  be given by (21). Let 0 < r < r  0 and 
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(i) Let either 0<p<oo, 0<q<=~ or p=q=oo. Let N>max(s ,  5+2n/p)+~p 
be a natural number and 0<8<s0<r0. Then we put 

(25) 8 ko,k~ IIfIFL~(M)I[8,, -- [Ig(k0, s)flLv(M)H 

(modification if q=~o). 
(ii) Let O<p<-~o, O<q~oo. Let N>max(s, 5+2n/p)+~p be anatural  num- 

ber and O<s<s0<r  0, Then we put 

(26) ~" B" (M) k~ j p , ~ ,  ~ , ,  = I I g ( k o ,  s)flZp(M)ll 

+ (f: t-"tIK(kN, 
(modification if q=oo). 

Remark 7. Both (25) and (26) make sense for any fED'(M) (with ~ as an 
admissible value). It is the main goal of this paper to prove that these expressions 
are equivalent quasi-norms in the spaces Fp,~(M) and B~,q(M) which will be defined 
below provided that 80 in dependence on s, p, q and on the chosen means is suffi- 
ciently small and N has the above meaning. #p has been defined in front of Theo- 
rem A. Of course such an assertion is an extension of Theorem A from Rn to M. 
The assumption for N is rough and not natural, in contrast to the corresponding 
assumption for N in Theorem A. In the Remarks 20 and 22 below we give a dis- 
cussion about the numbers N and s 0. The spaces Fp,~(M) on Riemannian mani- 
folds are more natural than the spaces B~,~(M). For this reason we include now 
the spaces with p=q=oo in the F-scale, in contrast to our habit for the corre- 
sponding spaces on Rn. 

Now we define the spaces F~,q(M) and Bp, q(M). Recall that (A 0, A1)o,a with 
0 < O < 1  and 0<q<_-oo stands for the real interpolation method, where {A 0, A1} 
is an interpolation pair of quasi-Banach spaces. A description of the real interpola- 
tion method in the case of Banach spaces has been given in [28, 1.3]. There are no 
problems to extend these considerations to quasi-Banach spaces, cf. [3, Chapter 3] 
or [29, 2.4.1]. Recall that D'(M) stands for the collection of all complex distribu- 
tions on M. Furthermore we put F~,.o(R,)=B~,.o(R~),-~<s<oo, in the sense 
of the last remark. 

Definition 3. Let M be the complete Riemannian manifold described in 3.1. 
Let ~ =  {r be a resolution of unity in the sense of Proposition C and Remark 6. 
Let -co <s<~, .  
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(i) Let either 0 < p < o o ,  0<q<_~o or p=q=~o. Then 

(27) F~,q(M)={fI f (D' (M) ,  []f]F~,,~(M)II ~ = (~'~=1 [i~/Jf~ [F$,a(R.)I]') 1/' < ~} 

(modification if p = ~ ) .  
(ii) Let 0<p_<-~o, 0<qN~o and - o o < s o < s < s l < ~ .  Then 

(28) B;,~ (M) = (F~o,, (M), F;~,. (M))o,a 

with s=(1-O)So+OSl .  

Remark 8. If  M = R .  then F~,q(M) coincides with F~,q(R.). In this case 
one can assume that R. is covered by congruent balls f2pj(6) in the previous nota- 
tion and that the 0j 's are mutually connected via translations. But we shall not 
need this known fact, we shall obtain it as a by-product of  our more general con- 
siderations. Of course, it is assumed that ~gfoexpe~ in (27) is extended outside 
of  B(r) by zero, of. (13). However this extension is out of  interest if one uses appro- 
pilate local quasi-norms for F~,q(R.), e.g. that ones from Theorem A. In order 
to justify (27) we must prove that the definition of F~,~(M) is independent of  the 
chosen resolution of unity. Furthermore, the definition (28) is justified if we know 
that it is independent of So and sa. 

3.3. Basic theorems. All notations have the same meaning as in the two pre- 
ceding subsections. 

Theorem 1. Let - ~ < s < ~ o .  
O) Let either 0 < p < . o ,  0<q<-~,, or p = q = ~ .  Then F~,q(M) from Defini- 

tion 3(i) is a quasi-Banach space (Banach space i f  p>: l and q>: l ). It is independent 
of  the chosen local charts {(f2e~(r), expb-:)} and the corresponding resolution of  
unity Ip = {Oj}. 

(ii) Let 0<pN~o,  0<q<=~o. Then B;,q(M) from Definition 3(ii) is a quasi- 
Banach space (Banach space i f  p>-I and q ~ l ) .  It is independent of  the numbers 
So and sl. 

Our next theorem is the main goal of  this paper. Let again ~b = {~bj}~=l be a 
resolution of  unity in the sense of Proposition C and Remark 6. All the other nota- 
tions have the same meaning as in Definition 2. In particular, e0>0 is assumed 
to be sufficiently small, where a discussion of this point will be given below in the 
Remarks 20 and 22. 

Theorem 2. Let the hypotheses of  the Definitions 2 and 3 be satisfied. Let 
- - o o  ~ S ~ O O  �9 

s k o, k N (i) Let either 0 < p < ~ , ,  0<q<=~ or p = q = ~ .  Then []f[F~,q(m)l[,.. , e f  
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(25), is an equivalent quasi-norm in F~,~(M). Furthermore 

(29) ][ZIF~,~(M)If ~.. ~7"=t I[~if]F~,q (M)~" if  p < oo 
and 

�9 ~ s  (30) IITIFL.~(M)]I ~ sup I[r oo,~(M)l[ 
J 

(equivalent quasi-norms): 
(ii) Let 0<p<_ -~o,  0<q<= o~. Then [I ~ ko, k,, flBv, q(M)[]8,, , cf  (26), is an equivalent 

quasi-norm in B~, q (M). 
(iii) Let 0 < p  <-oo. Then holds E~,p(M)=B~,p(M). 

Remark 9. We shall not distinguish between equivalent quasi-norms of  a given 
space, []f[F~,~(M)[] stands for an arbitrary equivalent quasi-norm in F~,q(M), and 
(29), (30) must be understood in this sense. A representation of type (29), (30) for 
the spaces B~,q(M) with p ~ q  cannot be expected. 

Recall that ~p=0 if l<=p<_-*o and ~ p = n l p - I  } if 0 < p < l .  

Theorem 3. Let the hypotheses of the Definitions 2 and 3 be satisfied. 
(i) Let either 0 < p < o o ,  0<q_<oo or p=q=oo. Let s>~p. Then 

"'~ dthliq [Lp(M) 
(31) [ I f l F g ' q ( M ) [ l ~ N  = ][fILv(M)]I + (fo t -~ ](K(kN, t)f)( .)1 -7-J 

(modification if  q=oo) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F~,q(M). 
(ii) Let 0<p<=~,  0<q<= oo and s>#p. Then 

(32) IIfIB~'~(M)II~'~ = fIfILp(M)]I +(f'o t-~llg(/cN' t)flL~(M)llq d'~/) ~tq 

is an equivalent quasi-norm in B~,q(M). 

Remark 10. The Theorems 2 and 3 are the counterparts of  Theorem A and 
Proposition B (i, ii). 

3.4. Speeial eases. Let M be again the complete Riemannian manifold from 
3.1. Three types of  spaces on M are of  interest: (i) H61der--Zygmund spaces (g~ (M) 
with s>0 ,  (ii) the Sobolev spaces W~k(M) with k = 0 ,  1, 2, . . . ,  and l < p < ~ o  in 
the sense of  T. Aubin, cf. [1, 2] and (iii) the Bessel-potential spaces HI(M) with 
-~o <s<oo  and 1 < p < ~  in the sense of R. S. Strichartz [24]. Recall that the 
H61der--Zygmund spaces c6~(R~) are defined via differences of functions and sup- 
norms. One can imitate this procedure where differences are now taken along geo- 
desics. But we postpone this natural way to introduce the spaces c~8(M) to the 
announced second paper [32] and restrict ourselves at the moment to the formal 
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definition 
(33) cgS(M) = F~,**(M'), s > 0. 

We refer to 3.6, in particular Remark 17, where we add some remarks about expected 
equivalent norms in cd~(M). In order to define the Sobolev spaces VVpk(M) we begin 
with some preliminaries. The covariant derivatives with respect to a given local 
chart, are denoted by Vj. If  f is a complex C~-function on M and k = 0 ,  1, 2 . . . .  
then we put 
(34) [vkf[2 = g~la . . . .  g*k akV~l ... V~k f .  Val ... Vak f. 

Of  course, (34) is invariant. With respect to normal coordinates, cf. (14), we have 

(35) ]Vkf[ 2 = Z2~=1 IV,, ... V~J[ 2. 

The Laplace--Beltrami operator A in local coordinates is given by 

(36) A f -  ~ ~j ( [d~C~-~] gJk3kf), 

where ~ k = ~ .  On complete Riemannian manifolds this operator has been 

studied in detail in [24]. Recall that D(M)=Co(M) is the collection of  all com- 
plex C~-functions on M with compact support. With D(M) as its domain of  defini- 
tion it comes out that E - A  is a positive-definite and essentially self-adjoint opera- 
tor with respect to the Hilbert space Lz (M), where E is the identity. The heat semi- 
group {et~}t_~0 and the Bessel-potentials (E-A) -~/2 with s > 0  can be defined in 
L2(M) via the spectral theorem. They can be extended afterwards from L~(M) 
to Lp(M) with 1 <p<r  cf. [24, Theorem 3.5 and Section 4] for details. 

Definition 4. (i) Let l < p < . o  and let k be a natural number. Let 

(37) [If]W~(M)H = ~ = 0  [IWf]Lp( M)H" 

Then W~*(M) is the completion of {hlhEC ~ (M), II f] Wpk(M)ll <~o} in the norm (37). 
(ii) Let l < p < o o .  If  s > 0  then H~(M) is the collection of all f6Lp(M) such 

that f=(E-A)-'/2h for some hELp(M), with the norm [IfIH~(n)ll=[IhlLp(M)ll. 
If  s < 0  then H~(M) is the collection of  all f~D'(M) of the form f=(E-A)kh 
with hEH~k+~(M), where k is a natural number such that 2 k + s > 0 ,  and 
I]fIH~(M)I[=IIhIH~+'(M)[[. If  s = 0  then H~ 

Remark 11. Part (i) of the definition coincides essentially with T. Aubin's 
definition, cf. [1, or 2, p. 32]. As we said part (ii) of the definition goes back to 
R. S. Strichartz, cf. [24, in particular Definition 4.1]. The spaces H~(M) with s < 0  
are independent of  k (equivalent norms). 
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Theorem 4. (i) (Paley~Littlewood theorem). Let l<p<o~ and-oo < s < ~ .  Then 

(38) H~(3/) = F$,a (M). 

(ii) Let l<p<oo and k=0,  1,2 . . . . .  Then 

(39) Wpk(M) = Hk(M)= Fk,2(M). 

3.5. Further properties. By Definition 3 (i) it is not surprising that many prop- 
erties of the F~.cspaces, and, via elementary embeddings, also of the B~.cspaces, 
can be transferred from R, to the above Riemannian manifold M (it is always 
assumed that M satisfies the hypotheses from 3.1). We describe some of these prop- 
erties, in particular those ones which are useful in this paper and in [32]. As above 
(.40, A1)o,~ stands for the real interpolation method, where {A0, ̀41} is an inter- 
polation pair of two quasi-Banach spaces, 0 < O <  1, 0<q~_~. Recall that D(M) 
is the collection of all complex C*%functions on M with compact support. Finally, 
"c:_" indicates continuous embedding. 

-r < s < ~ .  Then 

(B~*, ~0 (M), B~ 1, q~ (M))o,a = (F~~ (M), F~] a, (M))o,a = B~,q (M). 

Theorem 5. (i) (Density). Let 0<p<oo, 0 < q < ~  and 
D(M) is dense both in F~,q(M) and B~,~(M). 

(ii) (Elementary embeddings.) Let 0<p<~o, 0<q-<oo and 

(40) B~,~i.(p,a)(M)= F~,,(M) = B~,maxtp, a)(M). 

(iii) (Embeddings with different metrics.) I f  0 < : p ~ , ,  0<q_-<~ 
s-nip then 
(41) BSn,a(M)~Cg~(M). 

I f  0<p<=l, 0<q~ ,~  and s > n I l - 1  } then 

(42) B~,q(M) cLI (M). 

(iv) (Real interpolation.) Let 0<p<r 0<q0-<-~, 0<:qx<_-~ 
sl<~. Let 0 < q - < ~ , 0 < O < : l ,  and 

(43) s = (1 - O)So + Osl. 
Then 
(44) 

- -~  <s<r Then 

and 0 < a ~  

and - ~  <so<: 

Remark 12. These assertions are well-known if one replaces M by R,. The 
extension from R. to M is mainly based on Definition 3. In that way the full range 
of embedding theorems with different metrics proved in [29, 2.7] can be extended 
from R, to M, in this sense (41) and (42) are examples which we need in [32]. Further- 
more, (40) can be complemented by the monotonicity assertions (i) 
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where 0 < p =  <oo (p<~o in the case of the F-spaces), - o o < s < o o ,  0<q0<=qx<-~o, 
and (ii) 

(46) B~~ and F;~ 

with 0<p-<_r (p<oo in the case of the F-spaces), 0<q0<= oo, 0 < q l =  <oo and 
- - c ~  < S 1  < S 0 < c o ,  

Remark 13. The problem of interpolation (real and complex) is more delicate, 
in particular if the spaces B~,q(M) are involved, and the reduction of the spaces 
on M to those ones on R, is only of  restricted use. On the other hand in some cases 
interpolation results can be simply transferred from R, to M. We describe an example. 
Let [A0, A~] o with 0 < ( 9 < 1  be the classical complex interpolation method, cf. 
[28, 1.9]. We have 

(47) [F~Oo,qo(m), F;I,q~ (M)]o = F;,q(m) 

where - - o o < s 0 < ~ ,  --*o<sl<~o,  l<p0<oo , l < p l < * o ,  l < q 0 < ~ ,  
0 < O < 1 ,  and 

1 1 - O  O 1 1 - O  O 
(48) s = (1--O)So+OS1, - -  = - - A i - - - ,  - -  - -  ~ - - .  

P Po Pl q qo ql 
In particular, by (38), we obtain 

l < q l < ~ ,  

(49) [H~o(M),H;I(M)]o = H~(M) 

with (48). This coincides with [24, Corollary 4.6] proved by other means (: ( E - A )  it, 
t real, is bounded on Lp(M), 1 < p < ~ )  and under weaker assumptions for M. 

The next theorem is crucial for our approach. Recall that the Laplace--Beltrami 
operator A is given by (36). 

Theorem 6. (Lift property.) Let 0 < p _  -<~o (with p<oo in the case of  the spaces 
F~,q(M)), 0 < q ~ o o  and - o ~ < s < ~ .  Then f ~ f - A f  yields an isomorphic map 

S - - 2  ~ B~, q ( M ) .  from F~,q(M) onto F~,q (M) and from Bp, q(M) onto ~-2 

Remark 14. Recall that fractional powers of  E - A  had been used in Defini- 
tion 4(ii) in order to introduce the Bessel potential spaces H~(M), cf. [24]. 

In Proposition A we formulated the discrete versions (9) and (10) of (7) and 
(8), respectively, for the respective quasi-norms in the spaces B~,q(R.) and F~,q(R.). 
Maybe the continuous versions look more handsome but the discrete versions are 
often more useful. 

Theorem 7. Let the hypotheses of  the Definitions 2 and 3 be satisfied. Let -~o < 
s<oo and let L be a natural number with 2-Z<=r, cf  Definition 2. 
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(i) Let either O<p<~o, O<q=<~o or p=q=oo. Let N and e be the same num- 
bers as in Definition 2(i). Then 

(50) [IK(ko, e)flLp(M)ll+l](ZT.=L 2Jsql(K(kN,2-J)f)(')lq)l/qlLp(M)]] 

(modification i f  q = ~ )  is an equivalent quasi-norm in F~,q(M). If, in addition, 
S>~p then ][K(ko, e)f[Lp(M)][ in (50) can be replaced by IIf]Lv(M)N. 

(ii) Let 0<p<=o~, 0<q<_-oo. Let N and e be the same numbers as in Defini- 
tion 2(ii). Then 

(51) l[K(ko , e)f[Lp(M)H + (Z~=L 2J~gI[K(kN, 2-J)f[Lp(M)[Iq) x/q 

(modification i f  q=oo) is an equivalent quasi-norm in Fj, q(M). If, in addition, s>~p 
then IlK(k0, e)flLp(M)j[ in (51) can be replaced by []flLp(M)][. 

Remark 15. All numbers have the same meaning as in Definition 2. The above 
theorem is the counterpart of Theorem 2 (i, ii) and Theorem 3. 

3,6. Characterizations via differenees. It is a known fact that the spaces B;,a(R,) 
and F~,~(R,) for large values o f s  can be characterized via derivatives and differences, 
cf. [29, 2.5.9--2.5.12] and [30]. The question arises whether corresponding charac- 
terizations for the spaces F~, q (M) and B~, q (M) exist. A detailed study of this problem 
will be given in [32]. However in order to provide an impression we formulate here 
some assertions which can be expected. 

Let P ~ M  and XETpM. Let m be a natural number. Then 

(52) 

are the m-th differences along the geodesic c(P, X, t). Similar as in [30] we intro- 
duce means of differences. Let GES(R,,) be non-negative and rotation-invariant 
(i.e. G(x) depends only on lxl) with G(0)>0 and snppG~{yltyl<=l}. Then 
we put 

(53) [DIn(G, t)f](P)=f G(X)(A~f) (P)dX,  PEM, 0 < t < r < ro, 
TpM 

where m is a natural number and r 0 stands for the injectivity radius of M. Recall 
that we introduced in 3.2 an invariant volume element dX on TpM. The integra- (1 ) 
tion in (53) must be understood in this sense. Recall ~p=n minCe, 1) 1 and 

/ ' ) ~p,q=n min(p ,q ,  1) 1 . Let Be(r)={X[X~TeM, I[X[[<r} be a ball of radius 

r in the tangent space TeM, where P(M.  
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Conjecture. Let O<q<-oo and O < r < r  0 where the latter stands for the injec- 
tivity radius. 

n 
(i) Let either O<p<~o, O<q<=oo or p=q=~o. Let <s<m where 

rain (p q) 
m is a natural number. Then 

(modification if q=~o) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F~,q(M). 
(ii) Let 0<p<~o and let ~p,q<s<m, where m is a natural number. Then 

+ ,>:><.>l'G) 
(modification if q=oo) is an equivalent quasi-norm in F~,~(M). 

(iii) Let 0<p=<~ and let ~p<s<m, where m is a natural number. Then 

(56) IIfILp(M)Xl + (f ; t-s~[lDm(G, t) flLp(M)l[~ d-~ ) 1/q 

(modification if q = ~ )  is an equivalent quasi-norm in B~,~(M). 

Remark 16. If  M =  R, then the above conjecture is valid, cf. [30] (some asser- 
tions may also be found in [29]). It is one of the main aims of the announced paper 
[32] to prove this conjecture, at least partly, (maybe under some additional restric- 
tions for s and m). Maybe the most striking feature of this conjecture is formula 
(54). I f  M = R . ,  then one has a well-known counterpart for the spaces /Vp, q01.): 

(57) II/ILp(R.)II + (fihi~-, Ihl-S~IIA'~flLp(R")II~-~I")I/~ 
is an equivalent quasi-norm on B~,q(R,), provided that 0 < p =  <~o, 0<q<=~ and 
s>t?p. However for general Riemannian manifolds of the above type one has no 
counterpart of (57). One would need a natural one-to-one map between the vectors 
of different tangent spaces. I f  M is a Riemannian manifold with distant parallelism 
then one has such a relation, but this is essentially the Euclidean case. 

Remark 17. Recall r s>0 ,  cf. (33). In this case a modified 
version of (54) reads as follows, 

(58) Ilflee:(M)I[ ,~, sup lf(P)l + sup sup IIXII-:I(AY<f)(P)I, 
PEM PEM XETpM 

s > 0  and m>s, where m is a natural number. We hope to return to this charac- 
terization in [32]. 
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4. Spaces on manifolds: Proofs 

4.1. Proof of Theorem 1 (i). Step 1. (Independence.) We use in this step the 
pointwise multiplier property and the diffeomorphism property for the spaces 
[v,q(Rn). We refer to [31] where one can find formulations which are especially 
well adapted to our purposes in this step. However these properties are known, 
cf. [29, 2.8.2 and 2.10.2]. Let ~/'={~'j}~l and ~'={~b~}~ 1 be two admissible 
resolutions of unity as they have been described in Proposition C and Remark 6. 
Let (~2es(r), exp,')) and (Oe:,(r'), exp~-~) be the respective locat charts. If j is 

given then J '  collects all k's for which supp Oj and supp ~ have a non-empty 
intersection. Here card J" can be estimated from above by a natural number which 
is independent ofj .  By our assumptions ~b 1 and ~ with kEJ" can be treated within 
the same local chart, e.g. (f2jb(r), exp,-)). By the pointwise multiplier property 
of the spaces Fv, ~ (R.) we have 

(59) ][~kHoexpe~lF~,.q(Rn) H <= C ~keS, ][~foexppjlF~,~(Rn)[], fE F~,q(Rn) , 

where c is independent of j. By the diffeomorphism property of the spaces 
~,~ (R.) we have 

(60) lI~s IFLq(R.)ll ~ cl[~bs IFLa(R.)I[, kEJ'. 

By our assumptions about the resolutions of unity {if j} and {~k~}, and of the normal 
geodesic coordinates, cf. in particular (12) and (15), it follows that c in (60) can be 
chosen independently o f j  and kEJ" (the diffeomorphic map in question is given 
by exp~-~ oexpe J in a small neighbourhood of the origin). Now (59) and (60) prove 
the desired independence. 

Step 2. (Completeness.) Let {~j} be a given resolution of unity on M in the 
above sense. Let 2 j=(Zk~ s ~k)oexpe ~ where J is the collection of all k such that 
supp ~,~ and supptk t have a non-empty intersection. Furthermore lp(F~,q(R,,)) 
has the usual meaning, in particular it is a (complete) quasi-Banach space with 
respect to the quasi-norm 

(61) 11 {f~}l/,(Fg, q(R.))ll = ( Z ~  tlf, IFL~(R.)II') ~/" 

(modification if p=~o). By the pointwise multiplier property it follows that the 
operator A, given by 
(62) A{f~} = ~'~~ 12jfjo explT~ 

is a linear and bounded operator from I,(F~,a(R,)) into ~,~(M). (Of course, 
2/.fsoexpe: is extended outside of g2G(r ) by zero.) Furthermore, by definition, 
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ku, given by 

(63) ~gf = {~ifo exppj}T=l, 

is a linear and bounded operator from ~ , q ( M )  into lp(F~,q(R.)). We have Akg=id 
(identity in Pp, q(M)). Let {fk} be a fundamental sequence in F;,q(M). Then {tgfk} 
is a fundamental sequence in /p(F;,q(R.)). Let f be its limit element. Then we have 

AfE F;,~ (M) and 

[iAf--fklF~,,,(M)]l = IIAf-AT"fklF~,,~(M)[] <= el! f -  ~ftll,(F~,,q(R,))[I. 

Hence, Af  is the desired limit element and ~ ,  q(M) is complete. 

4.2. Proof of Theorem 2(i): the ease of large values of s. We prove Theorem 2(i) 
and (29) for 0<p<r  0<q-<oo and large values ofs .  In the same way one proves 
Theorem 2(i) and (30) for p=q=oo and large values of s. 

Step 1. The resolution of unity {$j}~'=l has the same meaning as in Proposi- 
tion C and Remark 6, in particular 6 in (17) is assumed to be small. Let the num- 
bers e and r, and the kernels k 0 and k N be fixed, cf. Definition 2. For sake of brevity 

F M o (25). we write II IF;,,q(M)I[ instead of [t" s k k~ �9 [p,q( )l] . . . .  cf. But [I.[f.,~(M)ll 
should not be mixed with II "[F~,q(M)][ ~ from (27): We have to prove that 
[l" IF~,q(M)I[ is an equivalent quasi-norm in _F;,q(M). By the local character of 
the means K(ks, t)f, cf. (21), and the properties of the functions r we have 

(64) I I f l F L ~ ( M ) l f  <- c Z~.=~ IICjfIFL~(M)If. 
Step 2. We prove 

(65) lI4/sflF~,q(M)]l ~ I](r fE F[,,q(M) 

(equivalent quasi-norms, where the equivalence-constants may be chosen independ- 
ently of j) .  Recall that [] �9 [F~,q(M)]I is the abbreviation from Step 1, cf. also Defini- 
t ion3.  Let h=~rjfoexpe ~ and U=B(r'), cf. (13), with 6+r<r'<ro,  where r 0 
is the injectivity radius of M and r has the same meaning as in Definition 2. In order 
to calculate [K(ko, e)(Jjf](P) and [K(kN, t)4Jjf](P) with e<r and t<r we 
may assume PEf2es(r')=expejU because for other points PEM these means 
are zero�9 Furthermore, if PEf2ej(r" ) then only geodesics e(P, X, t) with 0 < t < r ,  
XE TeM, I[Xl[ <- 1, are of interest which have a non-empty intersection with supp ffj 
and for which, consequently, e(P, X, t)cf2ej(r" ) holds. Hence the proof of (65) 
can be reduced to the proof of 

llhl/'~.~(R.)l] ~ llg(/co. ~)hlZ,(U)ll 
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with h(x)=0  if Ixl>r', 

(67) [K(kN, t)hl(x) = f R ,  k ~ ( l X l ) h ( C ( x ,  X ,  t ) ) d X  if xCU,  

IX[<_-l, t<r ,  and C ( x , X ,  t ) c U  (similarly for ko instead of kN). For  the com- 
ponents C a of C we have 

(68) Ca(x, X,  t) a - - a  ~'~L--1 t z d~C a t ~L dO'LC a 
= x + t X  +~L~= 2 l! dt t (x,X,O)-~ (2L)! dt e------s 

where 0_---0a___-l. The natural number L will be chosen later on. By (12) and (15) 
we have 

(69) Ca(x, X,  t) = x~+ tXa+~_l , l~_2L_ 1 t lal b~(x)X'+t2LR~t . (x ,  X,  t), 

a = l ,  ..., n and 0 < t < r ,  the b~(x)'s are uniformly bounded C~176 on U 
(with respect t o j )  and IR~L(X,X,t)l<--c for all xCU, 0 < t < r  and IXl~l (we 

dC t dC ~ 
used again (12) and (15) and the fact that gu dt dt= IxI  is constant along 

the geodesic). We have 

with b,(x)=(b~(x))"~= 1. We put (69) in (67) and use (70). The term which comes 
from the right-hand side of (70) can be estimated from above by 

Ix-y[ ~_C "fff'g 

where c and c" are independent of t, X and x. Let 2L >s. We put (67) in the second 
term of the right-hand side in (66) and use the above considerations. The term which 
comes from (71) can be estimated from above by 

(72) 

with a > l  +nip,  

) 1 1 "  
Ix C' = ,t/ n 

cf. (1 I). Now we fix our assumptions about s by 

(73) L + n/p < s < 2L. 

If  p and q are given, then (73) covers all sufficiently large numbers s. It is convenient 
for us to assume that not only s but all numbers s '  with s -  1 <s '<o~  are covered 
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by (73) (for suitable natural numbers L). We have 

(74) h(x + tX + ~,~_l,l~_zL_a t M b,(x)X ~) 

= Zoal#l ~- L-a Da h (x + tX) (Z~l,i_~2r_t t l'l b, (x) X')# ~.T" 

+Zipl ...)#1. 
= Z_lCt _2L--1  ]J .  

By (73) we have F~,q(Rn):CL(R,,), cf. [29, 2.7.t]. Hence (74) makes sense. We 
use (67) with the left-hand side of (74) instead of h(C(x, X, t)) and substitute (74). 
Afterwards we put the result in the second term on the right-hand side of(66). The 
term which comes from the last expression in (74) can be estimated from above by 

(75) c ZI#I=L ll ~up [(D#h)(y)[[Zp(U)ll =< c"ljhlFT~a(an)l[ 
x-y[ ~c' 

with ~:>L+n/p, where we used 2L>s and (t l) .  The term in (66) which comes 
from the expression with [fl[ = 0  on the right-hand side of (74) is just what we want, 
cf. (8) and (6). Then there remain the expressions on the right-hand side of (74) 
with 0<  [ill = L - 1 .  These expressions yield means of the type 

(76) 

f i t  kN(1X[)tMX~(D#h)(x+tX)dX' 0 < lfl[ = < L - I ,  2[fl I <-I~[ =<(2L-1)Ifl[, 
n 

multiplied with smooth bounded functions depending only on x. If  [~1 >s  in (76) 
then the corresponding expressions in the second term on the right-hand side of (66) 
can be estimated in the same way as in (75), now with Jill<L, but with the same z. 

Let [c~l=<s. Recall kN(IXl)=kN()), k N =  [ a21  x ' . Z ~ = I  0x~ ) k and N > s + ~ ,  cf. (19), 

(20) a n d  Definition2 where we assume s>5+2n/p. The kernels kN(X)X ~= 
~N_I=I(X) are of the type needed in Theorem A with a function /~ instead of k, 
N-Ic~[ instead of N, and s- [~I  instead of s: Maybe the counterpart of  (4) (with 
instead of k) is not satisfied, but this is not necessary, because we are only interested 
in estimates from above, cf. Remark 3 in [31]. By these remarks, N-1~[ > s - I  ~] +ffp 
and Theorem A it follows that the remaining terms in (76), incorporated in the 
second term on the right-hand side of (66), can be estimated from above by 

(77") c ~O# h [F~.~ I=1 (Rn)l[ ~- c' II h lF~,Sq a (R.)[I. 

By (70), (72), (74), (75) (also with Ifl]<L) and (77) we have 

I "t-~ql(K(kN, t)h-K~(kN, t )h)( . ) [  IL,(U) ~ c[IhlF~,,, (Rn)]). (78) t 
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(Here we used that not only s, but also s - 1  satisfies (73).) Recall that K e stands 
for the Euclidean means defined in (6). The number c in (78) can be estimated by 
c<=c'L, where  c' is independent of L and s. In the same way one obtains 

(79) IlK(k0, e)h-Ke(ko, 8) h[Lp(U)H ~- csIlhlFgq(R,)ll, 
where c is independent of 8 with 0 < 8 <  1 and of a >  1 +n/p: It is sufficient to use 
(70) with L =  i and (72). By (78) and (79) it follows 

(80) II~jflF~,q(M)][ ~_ c [I hlFj, q(R,)ll. 

Furthermore, by (78) and (79) we have 

(81) [lhlF~,q(R,)ll -<- ci]r +c'][hlF;,_~(R,,)l] 
I h F s t,' B bs - - I  <= cl[tPjf[FT,,~(M)~+-~l[ [ ,,q(R,)][+c Z~,=0 2 IIF [~bFh]lZp(R,,)L 

cf. Definition 1, where B is an appropriate natural number. Similar as in (78) the 
number c" in (8l) can be estimated from above by c"L, and hence by ?s. Further- 
more 2a--~s. We use 

(82) ]]F-l[q3bFh]lZp(R.)]l <= allhlU, a(Rn)[I +c,~]lg'(ko, 8)hlLp(R.)l], 
where a >0  is at our disposal and c~ is independent of 8 and s. We outline a proof 
of (82) in Remark 19 below. Now (81), (82) and (79) prove 

(83) IthIF;,,q(R,,)ll <- cH~,jfle~,,q(M)ll, 

provided that 8>0 is chosen sufficiently small. (Cf. Remark 20 below where we 
give an estimate of the admissible 8's.) The proof of (65) is complete. 

Step 3. We prove 

(84) ~'~'=1 nr p <_- c IIfI~'Lq(M)I[ p 

under the above assumptions for s and L, cf. in particular (73). Recall that 
lfflF~,.q(M)]I has the same meaning as in Step 1. As in Step2 all calculations can 
be done within the local charts (12G(r"), expT)). For f ixedj  we use (66), (67) with 

(85) h(C(x, X, t)) = @jo exppj(C(x, X, t))foexppj(C(x, X, t)). 

We use (69), but in contrast to Step2 only in the factor ~(C(x,  X, t)) with 
~k=@joexppj. We have (70) and (74) with ~k instead of h, where we now incorporate 
tX in ~2~1~1~2L-1, i.e. we have the sum ~'xaI~l~_2r~-~ tl'lb,(x) X~, and x + t X  
on the right-hand side of (74) is replaced by x. The term of interest is f l=0  in this 
modified formula (74): i t i s  simply ~(x). We put h from (85) with (@joexpp~)(x) 
instead of ~kjoexppj(C(x, X, t)) in the second term on the right-hand side of (66). 
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The resulting term can be estimated from above by 

(86) 

c ][(f2 t-*qIK (kN, t)(foexpe)(C(x, X, t))]a d----f) l:q [Lp (supp (~kjoexpe))][. 

Summation of the p-th power of (86) with respect to j and the properties of the 
resolution of unity {~j} yield the right-hand side of (84). The remaining terms come 
from the above-mentioned counterparts of (70) and (74) with 1/~[ >0. In the respec- 
tive counterparts of (85) we can replace foexpp, by ($jf)oexpr s with S j=~ tP l  
where the sum is taken over all l with s ) (q supp ~k~0. In particular we have 

(~k jo expp) (X) = (tp jo expe) (X) ~ j( C (x, X, t)) 
for all x, X, t of interest and ~/j=~j~j. This justifies this replacement. Further- 
more, the number of elements in ~ ~t can be estimated from above by a natural 
number which is indep:ndent ofj .  Now we expand (~jf)oexppj in the same way 
as in the second step. Together with the remaining expressions and factors from 
the modified expansion (74) it follows that all the other terms can be estimated from 
above by 

(87) r/[I ~ j f l F j , ~  (M)II + c~ ~K(ko, e) ~jfo expp 1 [L v (U)]l 

where r/>0 is at our disposal, e>0  is small, and c, is independent of 5. We 
use (69) with t=e  in order to expand ~j(C(x, X, 5)) in the second summand in 
(87). Then we obtain a term 

(88) IIK(ko, e)foexppslLp(supp (~jo exp~,))l] 
and remainder terms with a factor e in front which can be treated as above. We 
choose 5>0 and q>O in(87)small. Summation over j yields 

ZT=x IIr p < c ,~fIF~,,(M)I[ + - ~ Z ~ = ,  II~' j f lFj, ,(M)If .  

The proof of (84) is complete. 

Step 4. (64), (84) and (65) prove Theorem 2(i) if p<o~ and s is large, cf. 
Definition 3(i). As had been said the proof of Theorem 2(i) with p=q=oo and s 
large is essentially the same. 

Remark 18. Let the above conditions for p, q, s be satisfied, cf. in particular 
(73). By Proposition B(ii) one can replace Hg'(k0, n)flZp(R,)l[ in (8) by I]f]Lp(R,)I[ 
(equivalent quasi-norms). Similarly one can try to replace [IK(ko, e)fILp(M)ll in 
(25) by llflLp(M)II. Let us denote the corresponding quasi-norm IlflFj.a(M)llk, " 
from (31)tempgrarily by IIf]F;,,a(M)II, (ku remains unchanged). Obviously we 
have (64) with II" II, instead of II �9 I1. Furthermore, the proof of (65) with I1" II, 
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instead of  11" ]1 on the left-hand side of  (65) is essentially the same as in Step 2 
(some details are simpler now). The counterpart of (82) with l[h[Lp(R,)]l instead of  
liKe(k0, e)hlLp(R,)lI may be found in [29, (37) in 2.5.9]. Finally, one proves (84) with 
I1" II* instead of 11" II in the same way as in Step 3. In particular, [IflF~,q(M)l[, 
is an equivalent quasi-norm in F~,~(M). In other words, we just proved a special 
case of Theorem 3 (i). 

Remark 19. We outline a proof  of  (82). Let ~0=Fk0 and h-(z )=h(-z ) .  
We have 

(89) 
cf. (6), and 

[K Cko, 

cp~ 
FF-I~o(S. )FhJ (x), (90) (F-lCPbFh)(x) = (F -1 ~o(S .) 

where we omitted some brackets. Recall ~o(Sy)~0, cf. (5). Let 1-<_p<= oo. Then 
we obtain 

(91) '[F-lq~bFh[Lp(R,)I[ <-- IIF-l CPb 'L~(Rn)lll]Ke(lr ~)hlL~(Rn)[I 

~ [W~+r~I21(R,) ]IKe(ko, s)hIL~(R,)II. 

Now (5) yields (82), even with a = 0 ,  where e~ is independent of  ~. I f  0 < p < l  
then the necessary modifications have been described in [31, (42), (43)]. We omit 
the details. But we wish to emphasize that in this case (at least in our proof) we 
need the first term on the right-hand side of (82). 

Remark 20. If  p, q and the kernels ko, kN are fixed, then an estimate of  the 
admissible ~'s in dependence on s is useful. If  one puts (82) in (81) then one has 
to choose a,,.2 -~*a" with some B'>O. Consequently %---2 ''A for some A > 0  
(this follows from the proof  of (82) in [31]). Hence by (79) we have 0 < s < 2  -~'c 
for some C > 0 ,  where C is independent of s, and s has the above meaning. 

4.3. Lifting properties. The proof  of Theorem 2(i) for arbitrary values of s 
(where p and q are fixed) is based on Theorem 2(i) for large values o r s  and a lifting 
procedure. Recall that A stands for the Laplace--Beltrami operator, cf. (36). Let 
ko and k N be the same kernels as in 3.2, cf. in particular (3)~(5) and (19), (20). 
Furthermore, K(ko, ~)f and K(k~, t ) f  are the corresponding means, cf. (21). Let 
E be the identity. We prove a lifting property with respect to the operator (E-A)  ~ 
where 67 is a natural number. 

Proposition 1. Let - ~ o < s < o o .  Let either 0<p<~o ,  0<q=~oo or p=q=oo. 
Let G be a natural number such that theproof given in 4.2 can be applied to ~+2~ F;,~ (M). 
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Let e>0  be an admissible number and let ko, k v be admissible kernels for the space 
s+~G F~,q (M). Cf. Remark 20 and Definition 2. Then 

(92) ,lK(ko, e)flL,(M)li+ l(fot-(s+'~)qi(K(ks~+G, O f)(.)l'-~-f/qiL.(M)l I 

~ Ns<(ko, + 

(equivalent quasi-norms in ~+2~ F~,q (M)). (Modification if  q=~.)  

Proof Step 1. We prove (92) with G =  1. In normal geodesic coordinates with 
respect to a given point P~M we have 

(93) (K(kN, t) A f )  (P) = fR ,  kN (X) (A f )  (tX) dX 

1 O (i/tdetg(tX) I giJ(tX) Of(tX)) 
= t-,f.~ k . ( x )  t/[det g(tX)J O xJ ~ )  dX 

a k (x) ] 
= t-'f .o- (gi'(tx))iIdet g(tX)[ OX.# lllde-~g(tX)l.)f(tX)dX 

= t - ~ f R  ~ kn+,(X)f(tX)dX+...  

where we used the Taylor expansions with respect to tX for the functions glS(tX) 
and det g(tX), cf. (14). As in the preceding subsections one can give the explicit 
terms in (93) an invariant meaning, hence also the term + . . .  This term +. . .  can 
be represented as a finite sum of terms with factors tl=i-~X~ where 2<= [~] _<-L, or 
tI#l-xX # where l~]fi[-<_L, or t I~[ X ~ where 0-<[?]-<L, multiplied with appropriate 
kernels and (in local coordinates x) with smooth functions of x, and a remainder 
term, say, with t L-~ in front. I f  L is large (as in 4.2) then all these terms can be 
treated in the same way as in 4.2 with the help of the previous resolution of unity 
{@i} and the reduction to the Euclidean case. (Recall that we assumed that the 
hypotheses of 4.2 with s + 2  instead of s are satisfied.) In particular we have 

f o dt ~ llq II (94) t - s ~ [ ( + . . . ) ( . ) [ g t J  iLp(M)[[ =< c]If[F[,~2-a(M)ll 

for some 6>0.  The term (K(ko, e)Af)(P) can be treated in the same way. Now 
it follows that the right-hand side of (92) can be estimated from above by the left- 
hand side and an additional term c 1[ ~+2-a fiF~,q (M)I I. We may assume that 4.2 is 

s+2--~  not only applicable to F~+2(M) but also to F~,~ (M). In particular the left-hand 
side of (92) is an equivalent quasi-norm in s+2 s+2-d F~.q (M), and Ilf]F~,~ (M)II can be 
estimated from above by the left-hand side. Hence, the right-hand side of (92) can 
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be estimated from above by the left-hand side. We prove the converse assertion. For 
this purpose we replace ko(X)=k'o(IXl) in (92) by ~o(X)=ko(IXl)-k'~(lxI), cf, 
(19), (20) with k=ko. Furthermore (3), (5) are satisfied for ]Co, too. This replace- 
ment can be done because the left-hand side of (92) with ko instead of/Co is again 
an equivalent quasi-norm in F~+~(M). By partial integration as in (93) we obtain 

(95) ]lK(ko, e) flLp(M)ll <= c IlK(k0, e)(E-A) f]Lp(M)II +ceIIfIF$~2(M)II, 
where c is independent of ~. Consequently we have for small 

s + 2  (96) IIfIFL, (M)] I -<_ c[ig(ko, a)(E-A)fILp(M)II 

+ lI(f ~ t - "  [(K (k. ,  t ) ( E -  A)f ) ( .  )I' =~=1 '/'IL. (M)ll+c ], flF,.+~'-' (M)H. 

where we used (94), (95). Next we use 

(97) [IftF~2-a(M)[I <- ~ IIfI~,~(M)I[ +c~[Ig(~0, ~) flZp(M)ll, 

where t />0 is at our disposal. (97) follows essentially from (81), (82) and (79) 
(under the assumption that e is small), and the technique of estimates used in 4.2. 
We put (97) in (96) and use afterwards (95). We choose ~>0 sufficiently small. 
Then it follows that the left-hand side of (92) can be estimated from above by the 
right-hand side. 

Step 2. The proof of (92) for arbitrary natural numbers G is essentially the 
same as fo r  G= 1. First one must iterate (93). For the remainder term one has an 
obvious counterpart of (94). Then it follows that the right-hand side of (92) can be 
estimated from above by the left-hand side. Furthermore one has corresponding 
counterparts of (95)---(97), where now ~o must be chosen in an appropriate way. 
This yields the desired estimate. 

Remark 21. Let the hypotheses of Proposition 1 be satisfied and let in addi- 

tion s>tYp. (Recall #p=0 if l_<-p~o and t~p- - -n( ] - I  / if 0 < p < l  / . Then 

IlK(k0, ~)fIL~(g)ll and IlK(k0, e)(E-A)~fILp(M)[I in (92) can be replaced by 
[I f[Lp(M)ll and II(E-A)~f[Lo(M)II, respectively. We prove this claim. By Remark 
18 one can replace [IK(ko,~)flLp(M)ll in (25), with s+2G instead of s, by 
llf[Lp(M)[]. Because s+2G>~p+2G one can even replace I[g(ko,~)f[Lp(M)ll by 
[I(E-A)~ This follows by the same arguments as in Remark 18 and the 
known R~-counterpart. Now one can follow the above proof with the just indicated 
modified quasi-norms, cf. also Proposition BOO. Furthermore there exists a counter- 
part of (97) with IIfIL~(M)[I instead of IlK(k0, e)f[Lp(M)[[. The corresponding 
assertion with R n instead of M may be found in [29, (37) in 2.5.9]. The extension 
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from R n to M follows from (27). We assume s - 6 > ~ p  and obtain 

(98) IIfIF~.~6(M)I[ * <- e [IflFLq(M)I[ +c, IiflZp(M)tl. 

We r e p l a c e f b y  (E-A)~ By Theorem 6 (which will be proved later on independ- 
ently of  this remark) and 4.2 we obtain 

. <  s + 2G T (99) IIflFL+~2o-'(M)Ii = ~llfl/ 'L~ (M),I +c~I',(E-A)OflLp(M)ll. 

This is the desired substitute of (97). This completes the proof  of the above claim 
(under the assumption that Theorem 6 is proved). 

Remark 22. We discuss the assumptions for the numbers N and so in Defini- 
tion 2. In 4.2 we used (73) and N>s+~p, cf. also the remarks after (73). In par- 
ticular all s with s>3+2n/p are covered. Hence in Proposition 1 we may assume 

(100) 5+2nip >- s+2G > 3+2n/p, 

at least as far as small values of s are concerned (for large values of  s a discussion 
of  the possible values of  N a n d  e0 is not necessary, cf. Remark 20). Now (100) explains 
N > m a x  (s, 5 +2n/p)+~p in Definition 2. The considerations in 4.2 and in Proposi- 
tion 1 are the basis in order to prove Theorem 2(i) for all values of  s. Afterwards 
the spaces B~p,q(M) are incorporated via real interpolation. There are no new con- 
ditions for N and e. As far as eo is concerned we use Remark 20. It follows that 
t0=c2 -cmax(~ for some positive numbers c and C (which may depend on p and q) 
is sufficient. 

4.4. Mapping properties of the Laplaee--Beltrami operator. In order to prove 
Theorem 2(i) for arbitrary values o f s  we need a second preparation, beside Proposi- 
tion 1. Recall that A stands always for the Laplace--Beltrami operator from (36). 
Furthermore, M is always the complete Riemannian manifold from 3.1. It is known 
that - A  with D(M)=Co(M) as its domain of definition is a positive essentially 
self-adjoint operator with respect to the Hilbert space Lz(M). We refer to [24, 
Section 2] and the papers mentioned there. Let G be a natural number. If  f~D(M) 
is given then 

(101) ( E - A ) ~  with gEL~(M)NC**(M), 

where g is the unique L2-solution. The assertion gECo*(M) follows from a local 
smoothness theory, which is Euclidean. We claim gEF~,2(M) for any s, where 
F2~,2(M) is given by (27). We have 

(102) [] ~,~ g o exppj[F~, 2 (R,)1[ 

~_ c][ ( E -  A) o Ipj go expp~ [F~.] 2a (R,)[] + c[[ ~pj go exppj [F~~ ~~ fR.)tl 

<_-- c'][ ~bjfo expej IF~ 2a (R,)]I + c Z II ~ go expp~lF].~ a (R,)[f 
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where we may assume that the sum Z is restricted to those l with supp ~t n 
supp ~ j~0 .  In (102) we used well-known properties for the corresponding spaces 
on R.. H~nce, gEF~,2(M ) if gEF~I(M). Consequently the above claim follows 
by mathematical induction beginning with s =  1. 

Proposition 1. Let either 0<p<~o,  0<q-<_o~ or p=q=~.  Let -~o<s<o~.  I f  
l and  g have the above meaning then gE F~(M).  

Proof. Step 1. If p = q = 2  then the desired assertion is proved. Let 2<p<oo.  
Recall the embedding 

(103) F~%(R,)cF~,~q(R,), 0 -< q ~= 0% so_n/2 > sx-n/p, 

and a corresponding assertion if p=q=~,, cf. [29, 2.7.1]. Furthermore 12Clp. 
Then it follows gEF;,q(M), cf. (27) and the above considerations. 

Step 2. We extend this assertion to p<=2. Let PoEM be a fixed point and 
let I2po(0 ) be the Collection of all PEM with dist (Po, P)<O. There exist func- 
tions 2~ED(M) with 21(P)=l if PE~eo(2t), supp21c~f2eo(21+~) and 

(104) [D~(2toexpe)[ =<c~2 -~ in B(r), PEM, 

cf. (13), where ~ is an arbitrary multi-index and c~ is independent of l=  1, 2, 3 . . . . .  
We refer to [1, 24, 33] where Lipschitz-continuous functions 2~ have been constructed 
which satisfy (104) for first-order derivatives and which have the other listed prop- 
erties. Under our assumptions for M these Lipschitz-continuous functions can be 
mollified, e.g. via an invariant version of Sabolev's method, in a uniform way (with 
respect to the local charts). As far as an invariant version of Sobolev's mollification 
method is concerned one can use K(ko, t ) f  from (21) with the additional prop- 
erties k0([IXl])=>0 and fr~Mko([lXll)dX=l. Then one obtains the above func- 
tions ;h. Furthermore we remark that vol f2r0 (2 t)_ c2 t~, where c is independent of 1, 
cf. (15'). Let again �9 tFfl ~(M) =ll" IF~,q(M)ll~~ k', cf. (25), where we know at 
this moment only for large values of s that I[ �9 IF~.q(M)[1 is an equivalent quasi- 
norm in F~.q(M). Let s<0.  We apply Proposition 1 to ;ttg (instead o f f ) .  Then 
we have for large values of 1 

_ _  s ! -v~G--1  S U  (105) [12tglFg~2~ :~ cllflF~,q(M)I[+c2- ,~t,=o I[. P I(Vkg)(Q)llLo(Vt)l[ 
�9 o i s t ( P ,  Q)_--.r 

with vol V~-c2 ~', cf. (35), where c is independent of/.  We apply HSlder's inequality 
with respect to 

1 1 1 
(106) - -  = - - + - -  

p v v 
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to the last terms on the right-hand side of (105). Then we obtain 

(107) 12,gIFg+,~(M)I 1 <- ' ~ z~-a chflF~,,q(M)H +c Z~=o []d~tsup I(V*g)(Q)IILo(M)]I. �9 ( , Q ) -  

Let v<=2. Then it follows from Step 1 and (11) that the right-hand side of (107) 
is finite. Now l~o~ yields ~+2G g~F~,q (M), cf. (25). (By a small modification of the 

2 above arguments it follows that { lg}z=~ is a fundamental sequence in F~+2a(M) p , q  "1 

Step 1, (106) and mathematical induction prove the proposition. 

Remark 23. Here we used for the first and the last time (15'). Step 1 is inde- 
pendent of this assumption. By duality arguments, similar as in Remark 24 below, 
we can extend Step 1 to all spaces F~,q(M) with l ~ p _  -<oo. In other words, (15') 
is needed only for the case p < l .  This justifies our claim in the footnote to (15"). 

4.5. Proof of Theorem 20): the general ease. The proof is a combination of the 
considerations in 4.2 and the two preceding propositions. We assume that either 
0 < p < ~ ,  0<q-<_oo or p=q=r (In explicit formulations we mostly assume p<~o.) 
Furthermore s is an arbitrary real number. The other notations have the same 
meaning as in 4.2. 

Step 1. The proof of (64), i.e. 

(lO8) [lf[FL~(M)II p <= c Z~.=x II~O f f[F$,a(M)l f  , 

remains unchanged (modification if p=oo). Recall that we put II" IF;,,a(M)I[= 
�9 IF~,q(M)II,,, for sake of brevity. Next we assume that f~F~,a(M) can be 

represented as f = ( E - A ) ~ g  with ~+2~ g~F~,~ (M). Then one obtains in the same 
way as in Proposition 1 

(109) Z~.=I [I~JfIFLa(M)II p ~ cllglF~,~=~(M)lf ~ c ' l l f lFL~(g ) l f  

where the last inequality comes from (92). Hence, (108) and (109) prove (29), under 
g s+2a the assumption f = ( E - A ) ~  with EFt, a (M). In the same way one proves (30). 

Step 2. Let ][flF],,a(M)l[ ~ be the quasi-norm from (27) where we assume that 
I1" IF~,a(Rn)l[ is given by the Euclidean counterpart (8) (modification if p = ~ )  of 
the above quasi-norm I1" [F~,q(M)ll. Let again f=(E-A)Gg,  gEF~+:G(M)p,q . We 
can replace II~J[F~,a(g)l I in (109) by [l~gfoexpp~lF~,q(R.)ll (because all the 
necessary information for the spaces F~,q'+:~ is known). Hence we have 

(110) [lflFff,~(M)ll ~ ~ cHfIF$,q(M)H. 

We prove the converse assertion of (110), again under the assumption f =  (E -A)  ~ g, 
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s+2G gC F~, a (M). We have 

(111) o J F s + ~ O t M )  ~ < " 
_ exppy ,. 0 .)ll [ltal p , q  ~, :C2j- - l / lCjgO s+2O p 

= c Z j = I  llCj: expva [F~,a(R.)II'+c"I[glF~+2~176 

where we used Cjf=(E-A)  ~ ~jg+..., the Euclidean version of Proposition 1 
(but with the above operator A) and the above technique of estimates as far as the 
remainder term is concerned. As in (97) we have 

(112) [l g[Ffl,~2~ (M)I] ~ r/ ]I g l fj.~za (M)ll +cnll/(~0, e)g]Lv(M)[ I. 

If we choose ko in an appropriate way (cf. Step 1 in 4.3 as far as the case G= 1 
is concerned) then the last term in (112) can be estimated from above by 

(113) c;l!K(ko, e)f[Lp(M)]I + oil gtF~+2O(M)1[, 

where a is small if s is small. Now (111)--(113) yield 

(114) ][f[F~,,q(M)]] ,+2~ ~ IlglFL~ (M)/] ~= cllflF],.q(M)]I ~" 

where the equivalence relation comes again from Proposition 1. But (110) and (114) 
complete the proof of Theorem2(i) (under the assumption f=(E-A)~ 

s+~G gEF~,,~ (M)) if p<oo. One argues similar if p=q=oo. 

Step 3. Let p<~o and q<=oo. By Definition 3(i) and the proof of Theo- 
rem l(i) in 4.1 the distributions f6F],,~(M) with compact support are dense in 
F~.q(M). Recall that D(Rn)=Co(R,) is dense in F~.q(R,) if p<oo and q < ~ ,  
cf. [29, 2.3.3]. Then it follows that D(M) is dense in F~,q(M) if p<oo and q<~o. 
On the other hand by Proposition 2, Step 1 and Step 2 we have 

(115) [lfIU.~(M)II, ,+2o i~ ~ IlglF.~,,, (M)I, ~ [[f]F~,a(.M)]I, 

(E-A)ag =fED(M), ~+~a fE F;,. (m). 
By completion (115) can be extended to all fE F~, q(M). Hence the above considera- 
tions are applicable to every fEI~,,a(M). This completes the proof of Theorem 20) 
if p < ~ ,  q<~o. Let p<oo and q=oo. Again the distributions fEF~,=(M) with 

F ~ compact support are dense in F~v,=(M)" We approximate fE v,~(M) with suppf  
compact in D'(M) by functions flED(M), where we may assume snppf t cV,  
where V is a compact subset of M. This is essentially an Euclidean procedure. Note 
K(kN, t)fZ-~K(kN, t) f  pointwise. Let (E-A)~ I and (E--A)~ This 
makes sense by the above results and elementary embeddings F~,,=( )cF~,,q (M), 
e>0. Then gt_+g in D'(M)and K(kN, t)gt-,-K(ku, t)g pointwise. We have (92) 
with g~ and f t  instead o f f  and (E--A)~ respectively. Under our assumptions the 
right-hand side of this modified equivalence (92) may be reduced to the Euclidean 
case (but with the above operator (E-A)~ Then it is clear that the right-hand 
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side of this equivalence is uniformly bounded, i.e. 

il g,rlF~,+',o (n)l, --- 

where c is independent of l. By Fatou's lemma we have 3+~ gE F~,= (M). The rest 
is the same as above. This completes the proof of Theorem 20) if p<~o and q<_oo. 

Step 4. We complete the proof in the case p=q=oo. Because D(M) is dense 
in F~,I(M ), the dual space (F~,I(M))" of F~,I(M) can be interpreted in the usual 
way in the sense of the dual pairing (D(M), i f (M)).  We have 

(116) (F~' (M))' -3 ,, = F : . , . ( M ) ,  - ~ o  < s < ~,  

as in the Euclidean case. We outline a proof of (116) in Remark 24 below. By the 
above considerations (E -A)  ~ yields an isomorphic map from ~+2a F~, 1 (M) onto 
FI, I(M ) (under the above assumptions for s and G, cf. Proposition 1). Cf. also 
Step 2 in 4.8. Furthermore by the arguments in Step 3 in 4.9 (proof of Theorem 6) 
(E -A)  c* is an isomorphic map from F~+2aI"M) onto F~,I(M ) for all real s and 

1 , 1  ~, 

natural G. Recall that (E-A)  a is formally self-adjoint. Then (116) yields that 
- 2  M (E -A)  c is also an isomorphic map from FZ.oo( ) onto Fs for all real s 

and natural G. Hence, by Step i and Step 2 the proof is finished in the case p= 
q=oo, too. 

Remark 24. For sake of completeness we outline a proof of (116). We have 

- - 3  (117) (F[, I (R,))' = Fs  ~(R,), - ~ ,  < s < ~,  

cf. [29, 2.11.2]. Let {~bj} be the above resolution of unity and let ~ j = ~  ~l where 
the sum is taken over all 1 with supp ~/qnsupp ~ , ~ 0 .  Let gE(F;.,(M))'cD'(M). 
For any fEF;,I(R,)  we have 

(118) I(~jg)(f)l = [(r = Ig(~jf)l  

<-- l [ g[ (Fg, x (g)) ' [  [ [l~jflF1. x (M)II <= cIITIFg,~(R~)ll 

where one has to choose appropriate interpretations (we omitted expe ~ and expe-~l). 
-* R F -3 By (117) we have ~,jgEF~o.~(,,). Furthermore, [[~l, jg I ~.=(R,)[] is uniformly 

bounded. Hence, gEF-3=(M) Conversely let gEF~.~=(M). If  fEF~,I(M) then 
we have 

- - 8  oo 

Ig(f)l  -- l~Yj~ol (4Jjg)(~Jf)] -~ c sup IIr glFr,~(R~)II~YT,~ II~kflF1,.(Rn)lI 
J 

<-- cllglF= ~(M)I] IlflFg,xfM)h, 

(distributions on M or on R,). Hence, gE(F~;I(M))'. The proof of (116) is complete. 
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4.6. Proof of Theorem l(ii) and Theorem 2(iii). 

Step 1. (Theorem 2(iii).) We use the operators A and ~ from (62) and (63), 
respectively. Recall A!F=id. This is a standard situation in interp31ation theory, 
the method of retraction-coretraction. Let 0 < p  <-~o, -~o <s0<s l<oo ,  0 <  O <  1 and 
s=(1  -O)so+Osl be given. Let lp(F~,p(R~)) be the same space as in Step 2 of  4.1, 
cf. in particular (61). We have 

(119) (/p (.F;,op (R,,)), lp (.,mp,~,,, (R,,))o,~, 
= 

where the first equality comes from [28, 1.18.1] (extended to quasi-Banach spaces 
and to p=~o,  cf. Remark 4 in [28, 1.18.1]) and the second from [29, 2.4.2]. Recall 

(120) B~,p(M) = (Fj~ F~,~p(M))o,p, 

cf. (28). The interpolation property yields 

ll~'fll~(Fg.,(R.))]i <- cllflBg.~(M)n (121) 

if fEB~,o(M ) and 

(122) ~A {ft}lB~,,(M)l[ <_- c[! [ 
if {ft}~lp(F;,,p(R,,)). If  we choose {ft}= ~fwithfcB~,p(M) in (122) then A ~ = i d  
yields the reversion-of (121). H~nce we have B~,p(M)=Fj, p(M). In particular, 
B;,,p(M) is independent of  the above numbers s o and sx. 

Step 2. (Theorem 1 (ii).) We use the reiteration theorem of interpolation theory 
for the spaces ( . ,  ")o.q with 0 < O < 1  and 0 < q  -<oo, cf. [28, 1.10] which holds 
also for quasi-Banach spaces. Then it follows from Step 1, i.e. B~,p(M)=Fj, p(M), 
that (28) makes sense: the definition of B~,q(M) is independent of the chosen num- 
bers so and Sl. Furthermore, as an interpolation space of complete spaces, B~.~(M) 
is complete, too. 

4.7. Proof of Theorem 2(ii): the case of large values ofs .  Let 0 < p _  <-oo and 0 <  
q=<oo be given. In this subsection we assume that s is large enough in order to apply 
the technique developed in 4.2, cf. (73). 

Step l. We prove 

(123) IIfIB~,~(M)I [ < , ~ko, k = cIlflB~,~(M)t[~,, ,,, fEBSn,q(M), 
where the quasi-norm on the left-hand side comes from (28) and the right-hand 
side is given by (26). (These abbreviations contrast somewhat the abbreviation 
I1" IF~,,~(M)II used in 4:2, but there is no danger of confusion). Of course, c in (123) 
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should be independent o f f .  We decompose the resolution of unity {~/j}7= 1 f r o m  
Proposition C and Remark 6 in a finite number of  families {r with a =  1 . . . . .  A 
where 

(124) dist(Oej,,(6), f2ek,,(~5)) ~ 46, j ~ k, 

cf. (17) where one has to replace ~j  and P j  by ~kj.o, and Pj, o, respectively, 
{r = U~=la {~9j, a}. Let ~9~----Zj=I~ I / / j ,  a and f " : ~ " f w i t h f E B ~ , q ( M ) .  Then we have 

(125) supp f " c  O7=1 op,,. (6): [-J7=10p,, .(26) = M ~ 

_ .4 M a. Of course, M -  [.Ja=l In order to make the next conclusions more transparent 
we combine the map expe~ in (27) with a translation Tj: x - * x - x  j in R. .  In other 
words we replace ffjfoexpe~ in (27) by ~QfoexppjoT i. This is completely imma- 
terial in (27) but of  great service for us. expp oTj maps a ball B i in R. centered 
at x j and with radius 20 onto f2pj(26). Restricted to the subsequence {Pj, a}~'=l 
of the points {PJ}7=I we assume that the corresponding balls Bj,~ are located in R. 
in such a way that the obvious counterpart of (124) is satisfied. Let Ba= [.J7=1 Bi, .. 
Let ff~,q(M ~) be given by (27) where only distributions f 6D ' (M)  with s u p p f c M  ~ 
are allowed. By the above considerztions it follows that one has a one-to-one map 
from ff~q(M") onto 

ff;,q(B") = {glgE F;,q(R.), supp g = B  a} 

generated by {exppj, ooTj,~}f=~. Now we apply the real interpolation procedure 
which we described in Step 1 in 4.6 with ff;,q(B a) instead of F;,q(R.). Recall 

B;,q(R.) = (F~,~ F~,~p(R.))o,~ 

with the same conditions for the parameters involved as in (28). We assume that 
B~,q(R.) is quasi-normed by (7). We use the interpolation property and the same 
technique as in 4.2 (as far as the incorporation of  the geodesics and estimates with 
respect to ~9" are concerned). We obtain 

i a $ clITIB],,~fM)][~,, "+  ... (126) IIf ]B~,q(M)II <= r �9 k0,~ 

where the remainder terms +. . .  can be estimated from above by terms of  the type 

(:: (127) t-~"+~qll...]Lp(M)l[" <= cli sup t-~+r 
0 - < t  < r  

with 0 < ~o'< Q for some Q. Here ... indicates terms of the same type as in the Steps 2 
and 3 in 4.2. However the right-hand side of  (127) can be estimated from above by 
e l l f lF~ ' (M) l l .  We use an inequality of  type (112), where II" .,~ . . can 
be replaced by II" B~+~~ (as a consequence of  interpolation properties). p q  x / 

Hence 
s --  Q~ I S ko ,  k l v  ]]fiFg, ~ (M)~ _~ r/II/IB~,,~ (M)[I + c n hflB,,,(M)l[,,, 
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where t / is  a t  our disposal. We incorporate the last estimate in (126). Summation 
over a yields (123). 

Step 2. We prove 

(128) [lf[B~,.q(M)[l~,~ <= cllfln~.q(M)lI, 

where c is independent of fCB;,q(M). By Step 1 we have 

(129) . ~ ko, k .< . ]If IBm(M)ll,,, ~' cHf IB~.a(M)[] + ... 

where the remainder terms + . . .  can be estimated as in (127). Recall f ,=Oaf and 

t[~flFg, p(M)[I <= cIIfIF~,,(M)I[. 

Then it follows from (28) and the interpolation property that the first term on the 
fight-hand side of (129) can be estimated from above by c'llflg~,q(M)ll. Further- 
more the remainder terms in (129) can be estimated from above by c 1[ f[F~,~(M)II 
for some e>O and hence by c'llflB~,~(M)]l, cf. (28). This completes the proof 
of (128). 

4.8. Proof of Theorem 200: the general ease. We reduce the proof of  Theorem 
2(ii) for general values of s via lifting procedures to Theorem 2(ii) for large 
values of s. 

Step 1. (Mapping properties.) Let 0<p<_ -*o, 0<q<_-oo and - = < s < ~ .  Let 
/Co, kN be the same kernels and G, 5, r be the same numbers as in Proposition 1, 
cf. also Remarks 20 and 22. The counterpart of (92) reads as follows, 

(130) I]K(ko, e)flL,(M)]l+[f: t-(s+~mql[K(kN+~, t)flLp(M)][qd---tt )l'~ 

~ IIK(ko, e)(E-A)~flZp(M)[l 

+ --(f: t-'qllK (kN, t ) (E-z l )  ~ fIL,(M)I[ q --a---tt)x/~ 

s+2G (equivalent quasi-norms in Bp.q (M)). (Modification if q=oo.) Recall that A stands 
for the Laplace--Beltrami operator, cf. (36). The equivalence (130) can be proved 
in the same way as in the proof of Proposition 1, cf. in particular (93) where the 
remainder terms can be treated in the same way as above. 

Step 2. (The lift.) Let 0<p<-o% 0 < q  <-~o and - o o < s < ~ o .  Let G be the 
same number as in Step 1. Then it follows from 4.5 that (E-A) ~ yields an iso- 
morphic: map from Fs+2G(M)p, p , onto F~,,p(M). By interpolation, cf. (28), (E=A) ~ 
yields also an isomorphic map from B~+~(M) onto B~,~(M). 
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Step 3. Let p, q, s, G be the same numbers as above. 4.7 can be applied to 
s+2G Bp,, (M). Then the proof of Theorem 2(ii) for the spaces B~,q(M) is a consequence 

of 4.7 and the two preceding steps. 

4.9. Proof of the remaining assertions. 

Step 1. (Discrete version.) If one replaces M in (50) and (51) by R. and K 
by K e then one obtains equivalent quasi-norms in F~.q(R.) and B~,q(R.), respec- 
tively. These are the discrete versions of (8) and (7), respectively. If one uses these 
discrete quasi-norms for the spaces on R. in the above arguments then one obtains 
the equivalent quasi-norms (50) and (51) instead of Theorem 2(i, ii). 

Step 2. (Embeddings.) Now the embeddings (40), (45) and (46) are easy con- 
sequences of the proved parts of Theorem 7, cf. also the proof of Theorem 2.3.2(d) 
in [28J. Recall 

F~,q(R.)cB~,o.(R.)ccg'(R.),  0 < p <= ~o, 0 < q <- % 0 < a <= s - n i P ,  

cf. [29, 2.7.1] where we put cg'=BL, ... By Definition 3(i) and (33) we have 

(131) F~,~(M) c ~ ' (M) .  

Now (41) is a consequence of (131), (28), Theorem 2(iii), and well-known properties 
of the real interpolation method. Furthermore, 

(132) F ; , , ( M ) c L I ( M ) ,  0 < p ~ 1, 0 < q ~ ,  s > n - 1 , 

follows from a corresponding assertion with R. instead of M and Definition 3 (i). 
Now (42) is a consequence of (132) and (46). 

Step 3. (Theorem 6.) By Step 2 in 4.8 we know that (E-A)  ~ yields an iso- 
morphic map from FS+2O(M)p.~ . _ .  onto F~,q(M) and from Bp, q'+2a(M) onto B~,q(M) 
provided that the hypotheses of Proposition 1 are satisfied. If p, q, s are given then 
we choose G such that these assumptions are satisfied and apply the above asser- 
tion to ( E - A )  ~ and ( E - A )  ~+1. Let fEF~,+~(M) and f = ( E - A ) O g  with 
g~WS+~+2azj.x Then we have 

~ IlglF,~,, (M)I ,., IUIF],,, (M)I. II(E-zl)f[FL~(M)I 1 ,+,+,~ ,+, 

Now the claimed lift property is an easy consequence of the last assertion. 

Step 4. (Interpolation.) In Step 1 in 4.6 we described the method of retrac- 
t ion-coretraction in order to prove Fp, p (M) = F~,, t,(M)" In the same way one proves 
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(47) where the counterpart of (119) is given by 

=/p([F;:.go(R~), F;I.~,(Rn)]o ) =/,(F~.q(Rn) ). 

The numbers involved have the same meaning as in (47), (48). Cf. [28, 1.18.1, 2.4.2]. 
Furthermore, (44) follows from (40), (28), and the reiteration theorem of interpola- 
tion theory. 

Step 5. (Theorem 5(i): density.) Let 0<p<~o, 0<q<~o and -~o<s<oo.  
Recall that D(Rn)=C~(Rn) is dense in F~.q(R,). Then it follows from (27) that 
D(M) is dense in F~,q(M). Furthermore, D(M) is also dense in B~.q(M). This fol- 
lows from (28) and well-known properties of interpolation theory, cf. [28, 1.6.2] 
(which holds also for quasi-Banach spaces). 

Step 6. (Theorem 4(ii).) Let {ff:}~'~l be the above resolution of unity, cf. 
Proposition C and Remark 6, in particular (18). Let 1 <p<r and k=0,  1, 2, . . . .  
Then it follows easily 

(133) HfIW~(M)H ~ (Z~'.I II~/j flW~ (M)V) it'. 
However 
(134) H~/jflWg(M)ll ~ ~r 

where we may assume that ~kjfoexpe J is extended outside of B(r) (cf. (13)) by 
zero. Recall Wff(R~)=Fff, z(R~), cf. [28, 2.3.3] or [29, 2.5.6]. Then (133), (134) and 
(27) yield 

nf lw~(g) l l  ~ I[flFg.z(M)l[. 

Furthermore, D(M) is dense in F~,~(M), cf. Step 5, and 

D(M)c {hlhC C**(M), IlhlW$ (M)II < ~ } c  Fg.~(M). 

Consequently we have W~(M)=F~,2(M), cf. Definition 4(i). In particular Step 3 
yields that (E--A) k is an isomorphic map from W~(M) onto Lp(M). Consequently, 
W~(M)=H~(M), cf. Definition 4(ii). Hence (39) is proved. 

Step 7. (Theorem4(i).) Let k be a natural number, l<p<oo and 0 < O < 1 .  
By (39) we have 

(135) [L,(M), = 

cf. (47), and 
(136) [L,(M), W~(M)] e = H~e(M), 

cf. [24, Corollary 4.6]. Now (38) with s>0  is a consequence of 035) and (136). 
Finally, (38) with s~_0 follows from (38) with s>0  and the lift property, which 
holds both for/'~,~(M), cf. Step 3, and/ /~(M) by definition. 
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Step 8. (Theorem 3, Theorem 7.) Let  s>t~p. Then the assertion o f  Theorem 3 

for  the spaces Fp, q(M) is a consequence o f  Remark  18, Remark  21 and the lifting 

proper ty  f rom Theorem 6, cf. Step 3. Afterwards one can follow the arguments  

given in 4.7 and 4.8 where one replaces lIK(ko, e)f[Lp(M)[t in (25) and (26) by 
II fILp(M)][.  This proves Theorem 3 for the spaces B~, q(M). The discrete versions 

f rom Theorem 7 have been proved in Step 1. By the same arguments  as above one 

can replace IlK(k0, e)flLp(M)][ in (50) and (51) by []f[Lp(M)[[ if  s>t?p.  
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A d d e d  in p r o o f  (June 1986). Cond i t i on  (15') is no t  necessary.  This  will  be p roved  

in [32]. Cf. a lso the  foo tno te  on p. 306. 


